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marriages beautiful

Top 11 Wedding Bands in Singapore
1. eClarity
2. Tiffany and Co
3. Love and Co
4. Cartier
5. Poh Heng
6. Venus Tears
7. Harry Winston
8. SK Jewellery
9. Goldheart
10. Piaget
11. Bulgari
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Let's talk about Wedding Bands Singapore
Let’s start with the basics. When judging the diamond, you need to consider the "Four Cs." These are the Carat weight,
Cut, Color, and Clarity. Generally, it is advised that neither the gem nor the band outshine one another. Rather, they
should look good with one another! Like yourself and the missus.
As you’ll soon read, not all rings are made the same. A different shop, or boutique, will style their rings differently. No
two rings are similar as different brands have different design philosophies. Even within the same brand, they can come
from a different collection than another.
All of the above have a big impact on price. The boutiques with more renown can be more expensive because of their
pedigree or because they look nicer. So take a gander at some of the rings we found from the top ateliers in Singapore.

1) eClarity
*** Quote "Musical Touch" for 15% OFF Diamond Engagement Rings & Wedding Bands! ***

Photo Credit: eClarity

Who Are They?
An award-winning brand. Founded in 2005, it is recognized for its gemologist consultation, design exclusivity, and topnotched craftsmanship - Specializing in bespoke engagement rings, wedding bands, bridal jewellery & anniversary gift.
It is voted number 1 in SingaporeBrides this year. It is also featured as top preference in BestinSingapore and MediaOne
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What We Like

One of the best we love is their Passionne L amour Collection series, which featues their band in 18k gold, white
and rose. Its unique colour differentiated with its white and rose gold brings out the brilliant taste to wear a symbolic
band signifying a "till death do us part" vow you will be making to each other!

Contact
Website: https://eclarity.com.sg/product-category/wedding-bands/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/eclarity/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/eclaritysg/

2) Tiffany and Co Weding Rings
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